Collision-activated dissociation (CAD) and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) are two frequently used peptide fragmentation methods in modern mass spectrometry-based proteomics experiments. CAD fragments peptides by colliding them with inert gas atoms or molecules, resulting in energy randomization and subsequent dissociation of weaker bonds such as amide bonds. In ETD, however, multiply charged peptide cations receive electrons from radical anions to form an aminoketyl radical and dissociate further, primarily at N–C bonds [1]. This distinct mechanism gives the ETD spectra many unique features: N–C cleavage generates c, z ions rather than the b, y ions of CAD; peptides with higher charge states generally fragment better with ETD than with CAD; ETD spectra normally have intense charge-reduced precursor peaks ([ET-no-D] products) as well as corresponding neutral loss peaks; charge transfer products, especially c-1 and z+1 ions, are frequently observed in ETD spectra; cleavage with ETD is less selective, generating more extensive ion series; and labile post-translational modifications that are often lost in CAD can be retained in ETD [1–4]. Understanding these unique features is extremely helpful for the correct interpretation of ETD data.

However, because ETD is a newer technique, most of the protein identification algorithms for ETD are still a simple derivation of well-established CAD algorithms, only searching with c, z ions instead of b, y ions [5]. Although this model works, it is over-simplified because it only considers the first ETD feature mentioned above while ignoring all the others. This could be problematic in many cases, for example, the strong charge-reduced precursor peaks can be accidentally matched to fragment ions, resulting in a higher false discovery rate. Clearly, specialized algorithms should be developed for ETD, or existing algorithms should be adapted for ETD, by considering unique ETD features, and efforts have already been made by many groups [6–8]. The paper by Sridhara et al. describes an effort to improve the Open Mass Spectrometry Search Algorithm (OMSSA) [9].


Electron transfer dissociation (ETD) is an alternative technique used in mass spectrometry-based proteomics experiments. Because it is newer, most of the protein identification algorithms for ETD are still a simple derivation of well-established collision-activated dissociation algorithms without the consideration of many unique ETD spectral features. Sridhara and coworkers recently reported removing the charge-reduced precursors and corresponding neutral loss peaks to improve ETD peptide identification with the Open Mass Spectrometry Search Algorithm (OMSSA). These peaks were also used to deduce the charge of the precursors for low resolution data. The scheme is a concrete example of implementing known ETD fragmentation features to improve a protein identification algorithm.
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Sridhara and coworkers used several ETD features to modify the current OMSSA algorithm. This involved the preprocessing of ETD spectra to remove charge-reduced precursor peaks as well as associated neutral loss peaks, using a new noise filter for ETD and using linear discriminant analysis to determine precursor charge states for low-resolution spectra. More specifically, different options for removing precursor and neutral loss peaks, such as using a fixed or variable
mass window, were compared, and the optimized parameters were applied to determine the sensitivity of the modified approach. They also reported that an extra ion type ($y$ ion, which is consistent with the ETD statistical study [2]) should be considered in ETD, so the noise filter in OMSSA was adjusted to allow more peaks in a specific mass window ($+/−27$ for $1+$ and $+/−14$ for $2+$). In addition, the authors discussed the relationship between precursor charge states and the distribution of charge-reduced precursor series as well as the frequently observed neutral loss series (e.g., loss of water and ammonia). Using charge states as a grouping variable, discriminant analysis was performed to predict precursor charge states from charge-reduced precursors and neutral loss series. The authors set thresholds for charge state identification and showed that it was necessary to search only one charge state for those spectra above the strictest threshold, two for those between the top and second highest, and a range of charge states for those spectra that are below both thresholds. It was shown that this method can reduce search times by 3.5-fold for low-resolution data because of the reduced number of candidates to be searched.

At a false discovery rate of 1%, removing precursor and neutral loss peaks allowed the authors to identify 9.8% more peptides using OMSSA. With the new noise filter applied, another 4.2% were identified. The precursor charge determination contributed an additional 3.8% peptides. The overall improvement (18.8%) is significant and pointedly illustrates the necessity of incorporating more ETD features into algorithms.

### Discussion

OMSSA is one of the most frequently used algorithms for ETD, and its performance has been characterized in many studies. For instance, Good and coworkers compared OMSSA, Zscore, Mascot and Sequest and found that OMSSA’s performance was most similar to that of Zscore, but better than that of Mascot and Sequest [6]. By contrast, Kandasamy and colleagues searched ETD datasets with OMSSA, Mascot, Spectrum Mill and X!Tandem, and noticed more peptide identifications from Spectrum Mill and Mascot [5]. Although the conclusions vary, the method described in this paper is a great improvement to the OMSSA algorithm. ETD researchers can directly benefit from the increased sensitivity and specificity of this modified OMSSA algorithm.

The database search method used in peptide identification can be simply described as comparing an experimental spectrum with a set of theoretical spectra or peak lists derived from candidate sequences pulled from a sequence library by setting a particular mass tolerance for the precursor ion. To do this, nearly all the current algorithms involve the preprocessing of an experimental spectrum, generation of a set of theoretical spectra, and using certain scoring functions to evaluate the similarities of the theoretical spectra to the experimental spectrum to determine the best match. The transition of CAD algorithms to ETD mainly focuses on the first two aspects, which will be discussed here.

The major purpose of preprocessing an experimental spectrum is to remove peaks that are less indicative of the peptide sequences or can lead to false peak matches, including nonproduct ions, isotope ions and noise peaks. In CAD, the fragmentation is so efficient that the remaining precursor is not a concern, while in ETD, charge-reduced precursor ions and corresponding neutral loss ions are too abundant to be ignored. These ions are double-edged swords for ETD peptide identification: on one hand, these derivatives of precursors are confounding because they account for a large portion of total ion current but contain little information about backbone fragmentation. Good and coworkers first reported improved peptide identification by removing these interfering ions before submitting the data for search [6,10], and Sridhara’s work here further exploited the filtering conditions and implemented them into OMSSA. On the other hand, these ions may be used to deduce the property of the precursor. Xia reported using the amino acid side chain neutral loss in ETD as a fingerprint for amino acid composition [11]. For instance, a neutral loss of 43 Da from the precursor suggests the presence of arginine, which can greatly reduce the search space. Sridhara here also showed that the distribution of charge-reduced precursors and neutral losses can be used to predict precursor charge. An ideal method for ETD spectrum preprocessing is probably a combination of the two: using charge-reduced precursors and neutral loss to get hints of the sequence and charge, then removing them during spectra comparison.

In terms of theoretical ETD spectra generation, an in-depth understanding of the ion types and fragment intensities in ETD is required. Chalkley and coworkers did a statistical study on ETD spectra and showed that besides $c$, $z$ ions, $y$, $z+1$ and $c-1$ ions are also abundant and their occurrence varies by charge states [2]. They later implemented a charge- and sequence-dependent scoring method and reported an 80% increase in peptide identification [7]. A similar concept has also been implemented into algorithms such as pFind [8]. Sridhara’s work here utilized an extra $y$ ion series but it could also be worthwhile to take into account proton transfer products and charge states. Fragment intensity in ETD is less understood and could be the next catalyst to boost ETD peptide identification, and it is already well accepted that intensity patterns can improve peptide identification for CAD [12]. Recent intensity pattern studies show that selective cleavage also exists for ETD, and is dependent upon both the amino acid composition and the position of cleavage sites [4]. This information can be incorporated into ETD identification algorithms to further improve peptide identification.

In summary, this work by Sridhara is a concrete example of how to implement known fragmentation features, or chemical knowledge, into algorithms. The process involves both deep understanding of the chemical knowledge as well as numerous trials and errors for optimization. It is important to note the findings described in this paper can essentially benefit most, if not all, ETD algorithms, by simply implementing the spectrum preprocessing scheme. The same ‘from fragmentation features to algorithms’ concept can also be applied to all the other established or future fragmentation methods.

### Five-year view

We anticipate that as more researchers obtain instruments with ETD and as researchers better define ETD acquisition
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Key issues

- Spectrum preprocessing to remove precursor and neutral loss peaks reduced the probability of false fragment matches.
- y ions are considered in electron-transfer dissociation fragmentation in addition to c, z ions.
- The precursor charge states from low-resolution instruments can be estimated using the linear discriminant analysis results from training of the distribution of charge-reduced precursors and neutral losses.
- The overall performance of the Open Mass Spectrometry Search Algorithm is improved by 18.8% and is 3.5-times faster.
- The exploited spectrum preprocessing conditions can be transplanted to essentially all other algorithms.
- This work demonstrated how known fragmentation features can lead to better algorithms.
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